Villa Lupi
EL HERROJO - MARBELLA

LUXURY VILLA WITH SEA VIEWS

24 HOUR GATE COMMUNITY | TOP QUALITY MATERIALS

ABOUT US

PARTNERS

Cogitari Homes is founded by Lars Christensen, a Danish entrepreneur with more
than 30 years experience in the Danish and Spanish construction industry. Our
ambition is always to provide a “happy client”. Experiences from our previous
clients and a strong background in the cold Danish climate where people spend
lots of time inside their homes and therefore have high demands to quality and
functionality� helps � us� in� Spain� to� create� the� perfect� home� who� makes� a�
�
in the market.

Cogitari � only� works� with� the�
� To�
� out� in� detail� more� about� our� partners�
please visit our website www.villalupi.com

Besides top quality and high functionality, sustainability is an important driver in
the project development for us. We need to understand the nature is not only for
us but also for our kids - at the same time, it’s just nice as a client to achieve a
high� energy�
� home� where� the� consumption� is� reduced� by� 50%. � Cogitari�
Homes� aims� to� classify� all� the� homes� we� put� on� the� marked� as�Energy �
�
� A.� Read� more� about� our� green�
� on� our� website.
We� understand� 85% � of � our� clients� are� foreign� people� and� for� them,� it’s� not� only�
about buying a dream home - but to understand the full package, meaning how do
we get a NIE number? What Spanish bank would be good to team up with? Who
is doing the private contract and what happens next? Should we buy private or as a
Company? etc, that’s why we only work with the best partners to make sure to have
solid answers and create the transparency needed when buying in Spain.

COGITARIPROPERTIES.COM
INFO@COGITARIPROPERTIES.COM
+34 610 325 000
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LARS CHRISTENSEN

WWW.VILLALUPI.COM

VILLA LUPI
Located in the exclusive gated urbanization of El Herrojo Alto, Villa Lupi is in a
prime position offering spectacular mountain, golf and seaviews. With a 24 hour
security service, this sought-after urbanisation offers owners complete privacy.
Villa Lupi comes with 5 luxury bedrooms, a magnificent living & kitchen area
and south-facing terraces, where you will find a large infinity swimming pool
and relaxing lounge areas. The property is equipped with the latest technology,
including home intelligence system and has been built with energy efficiency in
mind as one of our main tasks and has an energy efficiency certificate A.
The Villa also has a large fully equipped wine cellar, under-floor heating throughout,
a fully-fitted professional gym and a secure garage with room for 2-3 cars.
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INTERIOR
The spacious master bedroom is located on the first floor and measures an impressive
72m2. Here you find a spectacular walk-in wardrobe and a large bathroom area
with breathtaking views. The remaining four bedrooms are of a large size offering
good storage capacity along with spacious bathrooms.
The large ground floor has a magnificent living and kitchen area measuring approx.
150m2 along with guest toilet facilities. The large living area has a modern fireplace
with chimney for those cozy winter nights. The large floor-to-ceiling windows and
doors maximise the use of light and give direct access to the south-facing terraces,
where you find the infinity pool.
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EXTERIOR
Villa Lupi has big South facing terraces and a really nice and large infinity pool
including a beach, witch is a sunken in platform 4x2 meter with only 30cm of water
that allows you to sit and relax feeling the chill water while reading a book.
Villa Lupi has also a nice tropical garden with palm- olive- orange- and lemon
trees. The garden is equipped with a sprinkler system which makes the gardening
very convenient.
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FLOOR PLANS

The Villa also comes complete with a large fully equipped wine cellar, under-floor
heating throughout and a fully-fitted professional gym.

VILLA LUPI

The property is equipped with the latest technology, including a home intelligence
system which can be operated remotely by a device using the Apple Home Kit app.
The villa has been built with energy efficiency in mind as one of our main tasks and
has an energy efficiency certificate A – meaning a reduction in energy consumption
which not only saves money for the owners but also helps to preserve the environment.
(Read more about our energy saving efforts in our Green Profile section).

Villa:..............................................................................624 m2
Terraces:.......................................................................254 m2
Total Built:....................................................................878 m2
Plot:............................................................................ 1200 m2
Bathrooms:............................................................................. 5
Guest Toilet:...................................................... Groundfloor1

GROUND FLOOR

A

Built area

3m

2m

2m

4m

3m

GROUND FLOOR
Indoor:
Terraces

4m

Built area
Porch:
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SCALE 1 :100

1m

1m

65,65 m²

148,85 m²
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180,10 m²

Views:.....................................Sea, Mountains & Golf Course

Porch:

Garage:....................................................................... 2-3 Cars

A

SCALE 1 :100
Indoor:

Wine Cellar:........................................................................... 1

Terraces

Gym:....................................................................................... 1

URB. “EL HERROJO ALTO” - BENAHAVÍS
architect:PEDRO RODRÍGUEZ-LOSADA PÉREZ-MONTERO
21/09/2017

Bedrooms:.............................................................................. 5

148,85 m²
65,65 m²
180,10 m²

PI

Terraces

0,00 m²

Terraces

78,1 m²

562,05 m²
78,1 m²
253,8 m²

URB. “EL HERROJO ALTO” - BENAHAVÍS
architect:PEDRO RODRÍGUEZ-LOSADA PÉREZ-MONTERO
21/09/2017

URB. “EL HERROJO ALTO” - BENAHAVÍS
architect:PEDRO RODRÍGUEZ-LOSADA PÉREZ-MONTERO
21/09/2017
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253,8 m²

562,05 m²

Porch:

0,00 m²
Porch:

Indoor:

71,70 m²
Indoor:

73,70 m²

Porch:

VILLA LUPI

VILLA LUPI

Indoor:

Terraces

12,45 m²

Built area

Built area

Porch:

TOTAL VILLA

TOTAL VILLA

341,50 m²

Terraces

Indoor:

URB. “EL HERROJO ALTO” - BENAHAVÍS
architect:PEDRO RODRÍGUEZ-LOSADA PÉREZ-MONTERO A
21/09/2017

12,45 m²
Porch:

0,00 m²

341,50 m²
Indoor:

-1 LEVEL

Built area

Terraces

3m
2m
1m
A

SCALE 1 :100

4m

Built area

+1 LEVEL

4m

Built area

-1 LEVEL

3m

3m

4
2m

2m

1m

1m

A

SCALE 1 :100

SCALE 1 :100
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SELECTED MATERIALS
Villa Lupi comes complete with 5 luxury bedrooms, all offering high-spec ensuite bathrooms with Antonio Lupi Corian sinks and bathroom accessories. The
contemporary kitchen is equipped with the finest Gaggenau appliances including
two Gaggenau dishwashers and a large Gaggenau wine cooler. Only the highest
caliber fixtures and finishes have been used throughout.
ANTONIO LUPPI TAPS & SINKS

GAGGENAU APPLIANCES
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GAGGENAU APPLIANCES

WE LOVE FROGS
Low energy buildings or Highly energy efficient buildings
Low energy level is achieved by design, technologies and
building products that use less energy than regular standards.

SOLAR PANELS

DESIGN

• Reduce up to 20% of the consumption related to floor heating and A/C.

• Passive methods to reduce or increase the heating effect of solar radiation

• Because of the filters in the system, the villa achieve purified air: ideal solution
to avoid allergy.

• Dimension and positions of porches & pergolas
• Positioning of windows to achieve crossed ventilation to minimize the use of A/C.
• Native landscaping that do not require excessive amounts of water.

• Produce up to 70% of the hot water for the heat pumps and boilers.
AIR INFILTRATION AND HEAT RECOVERY VENTILATION (HRV)

• With HRV system, we increase acoustic and thermal comfort because it is not
necessary to open the windows to ventilate the villa.
REDUCTION IN ELECTRICITY AND WATER CONSUMPTION

• Planting trees to provide shade for direct or indirect sunlight.

• EcoSmart basin mixers and showers.
INSULATION

• Control of energy consumption using IT systems.

• Energy efficient windows with thermal bridge break and solar control glasses.

• LED lighting.

• Improved insulated exterior walls, floor and roof.

• Energy efficient appliances.

LOW TEMPERATURE HEAT PUMP (DAIKIN ALTHERMA)
• Altherma system consume 75% of the energy for A/C and floor heating
extracted from the air (removable energy) and only 25% from electricity.
• Our floor heating systems achieves A++ energy efficiency label.
• Combine our heat pump with solar support to increase hot water savings.

ALL OUR VILLAS ACHIEVE A OR
B ENERGY EFFICIENCY CERTIFICATION
90% of the new construction buildings achieve a C energy label. In contrast,
all our buildings are qualified with an A or a B Energy Efficiency Certification ,
which are the best marks to be achieved by the national energy rating system
and means up to a 70 % energy saving.
WWW.VILLALUPI.COM		
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ACTIVITIES WITHIN 10 MIN
Villa Lupi is ideally situated in the popular and sought-after area of La Quinta,
nestled between Benahavís and Marbella, in the exclusive urbanisation of El
Herrojo Alto. The private gated urbanisation is in a privileged location offering
fabulous views over Nueva Andalucia’s Golf Valley all the way down to the sea.

LOS NARANJOS GOLF

3

Golf lovers will appreciate the villas close proximity to La Quinta Golf & Country
Club, a 27-hole course designed by the Spanish professional golfer Manuel Piñero
and Los Naranjos Golf which is considered to be one of the best golf courses on
the Costa del Sol
The villa is also located in an area with good international transport links, with
Malaga airport 50 minutes in one direction and Gibraltar airport 60 minutes in
the other direction.
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LAS BRISAS GOLF
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Villa Lupi is located only a short distance to a number of amenities. On one side
you have the world-famous Puerto Banus and the Golden Mile, where you will
find lots of restaurants and designer shops. On the other side you will come to the
beautiful mountain village of Benahavís which offers the highest concentration of
high class restaurants.
Villa Lupi is close to some of the best international schools on the Costa del Sol
including Aloha College and Swans International School. The Villa’s closeness to
a variety of educational centers and schools, along with the peaceful and tranquil
surroundings make it an ideal family home.

THE GOLDEN MILE

GUADALMINA PLAYA
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NUEVA ANDALUCIA

8

7

PUERTO BANÚS
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ALOHA COLLEGE MARBELLA

LA CAÑADA
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COGITARI CONSTRUCTION LINA S.L. CIF: B93559417
URB. EL HERROJO 68, BENAHAVÍS 29679, MÁLAGA, SPAIN | +34 610 325 000

